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Tangoe Awarded "Best Technology Breakthrough" at 9th Annual Mobile Excellence
Awards
Mobility as a Service Honored For Offering Simplification and Control of the Ever-Expanding Mobile Estate
ORANGE, Conn.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Tangoe, Inc. (NASDAQ:TNGO), a leading global provider of Mobility, IT, and Telecom
Expense Management (TEM) software and services, announced today that its Mobility as a Service (MaaS) offering was
named the Best Technology Breakthrough at the 9th Annual Mobile Excellence Awards (MEAs).
Tangoe's award winning MaaS solution builds on the company's continued efforts to simplify mobile policy and device
delivery by offering a predictable and cost-effective way for enterprises to keep mobile employees connected and
productive. This award highlights Tangoe's efforts to eliminate complexity with current market offerings and keep pace with
client global workforce needs. MaaS is one part of Tangoe's full Managed Mobility Services (MMS) suite, which consists of
three key packages that together cover the entire mobile lifecycle for enterprises and include:


Mobile Deployment and Support: End-to-end management of the mobile device lifecycle, designed to ensure client
end-users are never without a fully kitted and staged device that works right out of the box



Mobile Policy Governance: Set-up, monitoring, enrollment and security support on the leading Enterprise Mobility
Management (EMM) stacks to help monitor and manage mobile effectively through seamless integration of the EMM
stack with a client's infrastructure and network



Mobile Expense Optimization: Summarized view of all mobile expenses and bills with an optimization plan showing
potential cost savings yet maintains the preferred mobile service required for end-users

"Our goal at Tangoe has always been to make even the most complex mobile scenarios easy to manage by providing
industry leading mobility management services that are secure and cost effective," said Jim Foy, CEO, Tangoe. "We are
delighted to have been honored with the Mobile Excellence Award for our Mobility as a Service solution, which enables
enterprises to effectively and efficiently manage their global mobile workforce needs."
Tangoe provides support at every stage of the lifecycle for smartphones, tablets, laptops, and Internet of Things (IoT)
devices including: deployment, setup, management, repairs, replacement, and recycling, and includes a variety of options to
suit any kind of enterprise and all types of end-user environments. Tangoe's state-of-the-art Logistics Center supports large
scale device deployments, ongoing and peak needs for sourcing, repairs, and quick replacements, allowing clients' mobile
workforces to always be productive.
Now in their ninth year of recognizing innovation and leadership in mobile entertainment, lifestyle, and technology, from
start-ups to global brands, the MEAs are at the forefront of the mobile industry. Finalists represent true innovators using
technology to improve lives, and the MEAs seek to recognize these groundbreaking technologies and their creators.
About Tangoe
Tangoe (NASDAQ:TNGO) is a leading global provider of Mobility, IT and Telecom Expense Management (TEM) software
and related services to a wide range of global enterprises and service providers. Tangoe helps companies transform the
management of IT assets, services, expenses, and usage to create business value, increase efficiency, and deliver a
positive impact to the bottom line. Additional information about Tangoe can be found at www.tangoe.com.
About Mobile Excellence Awards
The Mobile Excellence Award organization is one of the most coveted and prestigious events in the mobile industry. Coined
as the "Oscars" of Mobile, the MEA organization recognizes and honors leaders and innovation in mobile entertainment and
technology across the globe. The MEAs produce various high level and high profile events for visionaries and leaders by
offering knowledge exchange, peer networking, market intelligence and recognition through various programs throughout
the year. In addition, MEAs' holds the most prestigious annual awards event in the industry, honoring excellence in all
segments of the mobile ecosystem. For more information, please visit www.mobileXawards.com.
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